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About This Game

You are a detective, you have to work hard to think through various puzzles, unlock the level, and finally win!
More than 10 diverse levels

Various brain burning puzzles
Challenge your thinking!

This is my first successful game. If there are any deficiencies, please forgive v_v!
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detective escape 1 - unlimited room. detective escape 1 walkthrough. detective escape 1

A simple, if somewhat melancholy puzzle-platformer. Graphics are cute, but atmosphere is depressing. I don't mind the mildly
unique gameplay, even though it's a fairly easy game. The story however is what probably makes it hard for me to recommend
the game. It's not a bad game, it's just bland with no real challenge or engrossing story.

If you don't mind a sad story couple with a short game, then go for it, however it doesn't warrant a full price in my opinion, get
it on sale - I ONLY recommend it if you can pick it up for a few $, and even then it's not going to excite you.. Hey this game is
cheap, I can get cards for this.
DON'T.
Even that doesn't work. I have over 5 hours in this game and Steam stopped registering at 26 minutes.
Also, the controls are terrible and the draw distance is ridiculously short for such an ugly game.

If you got it already, you can win every race by going backwards a bit and going through the finish line, until the game gets
bugged on that part as well. By the way, there is no button that makes you go backwards.

Don't even bother.. with a whole 2 and a half howers played i think i completed it 20 times its so short. Instantly addictive and
great for game nights.. Riffing off of the deliberately clunky UI of Papers, Please and the gig-economy survival-game
mechanics of Cart Life, Do Not Feed the Monkeys adapts some of the best ideas from its strong forebears. The animation and
character art is fantastic, and the soundtrack is phenomenal.

But it's a game that relies too much on its "gotcha" reveals, which sometimes play into dated and ugly stereotypes. Or just as
bad, some very obvious bits of misdirection lead you to believe a stereotype is true, but then (*gasp*) you discover that your
assumptions were wrong. But this approach doesn\u2019t \u201csubvert\u201d stereotypes. It ultimately only reaffirms them.
And in at least one case, the misdirected stereotype was so mean-spirited that I nearly had to shut the game off then and there.
Needless to say, it left a bad taste in my mouth.

It\u2019s a game that also relies too much on its central gameplay mechanic in which you must click on small, finicky bits of
yellow-colored text in characters' dialogue. It just doesn't seem to fit with what the game is ostensibly about (commercialization
of personal data, spread of the gig economy, precarious economic life, etc). It just feels like an arbitrary, unnecessary, and
clumsy obstacle put there to make this into a \u201cgame\u201d rather than a collection of interactive character vignettes.

Nevertheless, I look forward to how others might also continue to adapt the design concepts of Papers, Please and Cart Life in
the future.. This is a very simple twin stick shooter. It does not have a lot of depth, but what it does it does alright.

Pros:
- Good music
- Starts out very easy. This is important because you are not automatically dead while you work out how to play. I am terrible at
this game, and yet the easy early waves still had me progressing farther than I had any right to.
- various weapon powerups are fun
- Has a reasonable level of polish
- Overall I liked the sound effects, with the exception of the constant sound of the gun firing.

Cons:
- The biggest issue for me was too many colors that were used multiple times making it hard for threats to stand out. Every
enemy I destroyed turned into lots of colored sparks. Colored sparks that blended right in with the loads of enemy shot sparks
and my own bullet sparks. In the end half the time progressing seemed to be just a matter of always moving and pure luck.
- I played on a mouse and keyboard setup, and the controls were serviceable but not great. I suspect this game needs a controller
to be the most fun.
- Seemed to be little to no reason not to constantly fire. Should have had an auto-fire toggle somewhere.
- Beating bosses didn't get you any special reward. I felt like killing the bosses should have gotten you a powerup or extra life or
something. As it was they were just a slightly larger enemy with a lot of life.
- The scrolling does not work in the player's favor. The whole game is just played in a box. But the box doesn't fill the screen.
You need to get pretty close to the edge of the screen before the view scrolls in that direction, giving you a small field of view as
you move forward and leading to cheap deaths.
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I debated on this one, but in the end for me despite all of the cons I enjoyed the game (probably because it starts out so easy). A
decent, cheap casual twin stick shooter.

6\/10. be me

>slowly going insane
>suddenly my brain thinks it's a matching game
>still on hard mode
>music pretty good
>still losing
>highest time is 38.37 on hard mode
>TURNS OFF MOVING BACKGROUND!
>sip tea
>still screwing up
>strange game for a rhythm game
:EDIT:
>Earned a 120 sec Score on Hard Mode!
>*unlocking sounds* ~Expert mode activated~
>gets 30 sec high score

is this a project for squares?

pro tips:
Windowed mode will help
getting a seizure? turn on solid background
always look at papa square
ignore Tetris inside papa square
follow the beat, it is a rhythm game
to balance audio i put both the settings on 3 Bars >turns up computer audio again.
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Really an interesting game. initally like a zip. but gets confusing and harder. Really enjoyed this game.. compelling story,
definitely better than any other game on this platform tenfold. + Good graphics.
+ Challenging AI.
+ No redundant units.
+ Does not require the original Direct Action to play.

- Campaign not as good as Direct Action.
- Online multiplayer requires 3rd-party software (Hamachi or GameRanger)
- AI does not support all game modes.

The Good
We'll start with the graphics: very good considering this game came out in 2006. The stock maps just as detailed as
Direct Action, but with far more variety - Aside from the usual desert and urban maps, you can now play on more
forest and jungle theatres.

Infantry play a prominent role right up until the late game. Act of War focuses less on tank rushing and requires the
player to think a bit more. Well placed infantry, for example, can ambush a tank convoy from trees\/tall grass and gain
a x2 damage bonus. Likewise, artillery could be used to clear out forests and potential ambush zones. It's nice to play
an RTS where infantry are more than just cannon fodder.

There are some very interesting game mechanics here too. While oil is your main source of income, it is still a finite
resource and will run dry eventually. You can take and hold banks to acquire funds, or you can even take wounded
enemies as hostages for ransom.

The expansion also adds naval warfare, which actually works rather well once you get the knack for it. Each faction
has it's own unique variety of ships with different play styles.

Another interesting mechanic introduced to High Treason is the addition of mercenary units. These are expensive, but
very effective specialist units that excel in what they do. For example, you can hire a specialist team of medics to
provide a heal radius around wounded infantry - or call in the Rawhide artillery team and level an enemy base with
rockets from afar.

The Bad
The AI does not work in naval warfare, which means you're up against humans whether you like it or not. Only a
minor complaint, but sometimes it's nice to practice against the AI and hone your skills.

The campaign is brutally hard compared to Direct Action. Some veteran players might be okay with the tougher AI,
but I personally struggled. Also the lack of live-action cut-scenes was also a disappointment.

The Ugly
Compatibility issues lie with Windows Vista, Win7 and Win8. There is a Win7 compatibility patch on ModDB which
works perfectly - you can get it here

Final Thoughts
Despite the initial compatibility issues, this game has proven to be a very underrated RTS. It's what C&C Generals
should have been.

VERDICT: Highly recommended..  YOUR CONTRACT HAS EXPIRED . So the game more or less goes as follows:

The game is one giant wave based game, on a timer. So you send your workers to do various tasks to upgrade the
village in preperation for upcomming waves. Some workers repair, some collect loot, others are spent gathering, and
the rest building stuff, youll be prioritizing tasks as the timer is counting down and enemies are gathering outside your
village.

You reach a point where the village is happy and then you move on to another village in a gree field and start over.
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The giant troll (you) is a wonky controlled beast, you run around pulverizing groups of enemies attacking the town
while your towers help. Need to kill everything before the town walls go down...if you fail dont worry, timer resets and
you get another build\/farm session and it continues on.

Took me 1.3hrs before id seen it all and lost interest. Its free so whatever, interesting concept but it gets annoying
dealing with the wonky controls for the troll as well as the continual pace of "gotta get as much done as i can before
next wave" which is timed to never have enough time to do what you wanted...which i guess is part of the fun.

its free and i didnt see anything regarding paying them money at all....so ill recommend it... though id give it a 5.5\/10
where anything 5 and under is a thumbs down. Nothing horrible really, but not much here in terms of game. what id
expect for free tbh.. 1. Bad user interface.
2. Poor presentation (graphics, aesthetics).
3. Very bare-bones user manual.
4. There are still some bugs.

----

1. The user interface has a number of issues:
a) Some items are crammed into the corners where they are hard to reach.
b) Most menus have a tiny little X to close them in the upper right corner. A big simple OK or Cancel button would
have been better.
c) Not all buttons have tooltips explaining what they do.
d) Tooltips do not tell you what the keyboard shortcut for an action is.
e) In combat, you cannot move the camera from side-to-side using the mouse. You have to use the keyboard.
f) In combat, the current active character is not highlighted in the bottom character panel. So you have to pay close
attention to whose turn it is.
g) When leveling up, you cannot go back or undo skill advancement choices.

2. Graphics and presentation is way off-base too.
a) The character models are very ugly.
b) The building/town models are very ugly.
c) There are few spell or action animations in the FPS view portions of the game. Casting a spell to cast a light is
instantaneous. Knocking over statues in a certain level is instantaneous.
d) The sound effects are really bad.
e) Not all weapons have appropriate animations. You swing a rapier for instance. The quarterstaff uses the same 3D
model as the rapier.
f) Everything is brown and boring.
g) In general this remake has less charm than the original game for MS-DOS.

3. The ingame documentation says the PDF manual is supposed to be the place to go for detailed information, but the
PDF manual is shorter adn more bare-boned than the ingame docs.

4. I have run into a few issues, but nothing super serious so far.. I think this is my frist review ever, maybe second. I
have 60 vive games, and none of them have me as excited as this game. I just flew around the city, and with the guns
and ranking, I imagine this is going to become a multiplayer of epic proportions. Hopefully there will be upgraded
guns, leveling, new skills, upgraded wings and jets, etc. This is very fun just zooming around with no one else there. I
imagine an MMO for this game will be the best experience on the vive hands down.. Got to be said, it is a short game. 2
hours in and I am already done with all achievements! The first 1.5 hours I spent getting it to work properly but thanks
to a nice friendly dev I was being a wizard in no time.

I loved the intro and I loved the story and the jokes they put in but after like 20 minutes that just stops and it becomes
a rather dull endless runner kind of game with very little variations.

I would still recommend it though, as I hope that more stuff will be added such as more story, more enemies and most
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of all, more locations to run! I think that would make this game actually great. In it's current form it is not as awesome
as I feel it could be.

6\/10 I would say.
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